Energy-efficient In-Memory
Computing for SAP HANA
Powered by In-Time Engine
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The SAP HANA Platform is a revolutionary in-memory appliance to
simultaneously fulfill a wide range of business needs, including big
data warehousing, planning and organization and predictive
analysis.
There are three parameters that determine the processing time of
reporting queries and overall resource consumption in SAP HANA:
· the complexity of calculations
· the volume of data and
· the number of users requiring access to this data.
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Reports thus fall into one of eight categories,
illustrated in the graphic below.
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Reporting based on simple calculations always utilizes very little CPU
power and RAM, even if required by many users or involving
increases to the data volume. In cases like this, SAP HANA is able to
provide results in real time with no need for further modification.
Reports that require more complex calculations generally rely on data
processing capabilities to manage operations extraction and
transformation. Considerable computing resources are required to
process large volumes of data and when results must be provided to
a substantial number of concurrent users. These cases are referred to
as “high-load analytics“. In conditions such as these, reports are
usually computed in batch or in real time, where these processes
usually demand increasing CPU power and RAM capacity to keep
response and execution times within the scope of real-time delivery.
There are two options here: scale out – adding more servers to the
system, and scale up – adding additional CPUs or memory to the
existing server. Both are very costly solutions and are not equally
beneficial in every use case.
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System complexity only grows over time, and data volumes will
gradually reach maximum capacity. It is vital to pre-empt this with
effective and intelligent resource management for your HANA system
to ensure long-term reliability and optimal performance. If resources
are not used wisely and completely, performance will degrade.
Deloitte offers another solution – logical scalability for computationally intensive applications to allow optimal usage of available system
resources. This feat is enabled by Deloitte In-Time solution.
The Deloitte In-Time solution was developed because Deloitte
understands the importance of data freshness to modern enterprises.
Deloitte In-Time includes a strategy for optimizing existing applications through logical partitioning and improved parallelization of
calculations. Software components include the In-Time server,
which takes care of pre-calculations and maintains the optimal
load on SAP HANA server, and the web management console,
which is used to configure and monitor the In-Time server.
The In-Time solution optimizes high-load analytics by reducing
CPU and RAM consumption.
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Deloitte In-Time solution for SAP HANA can prove beneficial in a very
broad spectrum of SAP HANA use cases. On the one end of the
spectrum, there is batch processing with its very complex calculations
and large data volumes. On the other side, there are large numbers
of concurrent users and potentially less-complex calculations. The
In-Time solution has already proved to be energy-proportional with
215% accelerations in data processing and 65% reductions in
resource consumption.
Logical scalability and its dynamic parallelization during processing on
logical partitions is what made these impressive results possible. This
ensures significant savings in resource consumption for identical use
cases, or alternatively can be used to unlock the true potential of
existing hardware.

Deloitte In-Time means:
• Optimized parallel
calculation and logical
scalability
• Optimal utilization of
computer resources
• Secure availability for a
huge number of concurrent
users

Logical scalability has an undeniable positive impact on total cost of
ownership.
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One of the most difficult TCO aspects to calculate is the environmental cost. To compute these, we compare resource and power
consumption during in-time and real-time calculations. The
experience gained from proof of concepts shows that the Deloitte
In-Time solution guarantees up to 70% less resource consumption
and a corresponding reduction in power consumption, which
makes it the only energy-proportional solution for high-load
analytics.
In short, by adapting to business requirements, applying In-Time
methodology and using a versatile software toolkit, we are able to
ensure a reduction in TCO for SAP HANA in high-load systems. The
CPU, RAM and power consumption are efficiently optimized, while
data processing and response times are reduced and SAP HANA
hardware capacities are freed up for use by other applications.
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